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Introduction
The research described in these pages is made possible by openly available Classical texts and linguistic
resources. It aims at performing semi-automatic analyses of Paulus Orosius’ (385-420 AD) most celebrated
work, the Historia adversum Paganos Libri VII, against
its sources. The Histories, as this work is known in English, constitute the first history (752 BC to 417 AD) to
have been written from a Christian perspective. To do
so, Orosius drew from earlier and contemporary christian and pagan authors, providing a rich narrative
fraught with intertextual references to poetry and
prose alike.
Orosius’ vast network of references challenges automatic text reuse detection tasks both qualitatively
and quantitatively. In fact, information retrieval algorithms face differences in reuse style –from verbatim
quotations to paraphrase and allusions (Navarro,
1991)– and millions of words to sift through. To understand how Orosius reused texts, it is necessary to
detect, extract, classify and evaluate all references and
compare them to their sources, mindful of the balance
between the precision of the results and their recall or
number.
Related Work
Existing research on Orosius’ sources for the
Histories is scattered and often focusses on his relation
to one author or work only, albeit acknowledging the
full spectrum of sources (e.g. Coffin, 1936; Sihler,
1887). The size of the source- texts (see Table 1)
makes it extremely difficult to produce a

“It would be burdensome to list all of the Vergilian
echoes [...]” (Coffin, 1936: 237)
What Coffin describes as “burdensome” can be
accomplished with machine assistance. To the best of
our knowledge, no existing study, traditional or
computational, has quantified and analysed the reuse
habits of Orosius.
The Tesserae project, which specialises in allusion
detection, is the most similar to the research
presented here (Coffee, 2013), with the difference that
it does not yet contain the text of Orosius nor many of
its sources, and that the results are automatically
computed without user input.
In contrast, our approach, TRACER (Büchler et al.,
2017), offers complete control over the algorithmic
process, giving the user the choice between being
guided by the software and to intervene by adjusting
search parameters. In this way, results are produced
through a critical evaluation of the detection.
Research Questions and Goal
Our research began with the following questions:
how does Orosius adapt Classical authors? Can we
categorise his text reuse styles and what is the optimal
precision-recall retrieval ratio on this large historical
corpus? How does detection at scale affect
computational speed?
This project tests the stability of historical text reuse detection on a corpus of Latin authors where Orosius is our target text. We evaluate our computed results against known reuses published in commentaries to Orosius, thus corroborating existing findings
but also potentially uncovering previously unnoticed
reuse. In so doing, we refine our workflow and resources in order to advance historical text reuse detection for Latin.
Data
All of the public-domain works for this study were
downloaded from The Latin Library. We chose this
collection over other analogous resources as it
provides clean and plain texts (.txt), the format
required by our text reuse detection machine TRACER.
Table 1 outlines the authors and works under investigation in chronological order. To give an idea of the
size of the texts, the ‘Tokens’ column provides a total
word-count for each work; the ‘Types’ column provides the total number of unique words; and the ‘Token-Type Ratio’ shows how often a type occurs in the

text (e.g. a TTR of 3 indicates that for every type in a
text there are three tokens on average. Generally, the
higher the ratio the less linguistic variance in a text).
This table reveals the language and challenges we
should expect when detecting reuse. For instance, Caesar, Lucan and Tacitus share similar text lengths but
Caesar has a higher TTR; this tells us that Caesar’s text
has less linguistic variety than Lucan and Tacitus. Conversely, if we look at Suetonius in comparison to Lucan
and Tacitus, we notice a larger text but a similar TTR.
This indicates a high linguistic variance in Suetonius’
text, and one that can prove challenging for text reuse
detection.

numbering, special characters and typos in the texts)
and, where possible, spelling variants are normalised.
Next, the texts are lemmatised and tagged for PoS. We
then run TRACER with different parameters in order
to define the diversity of the reuses in the corpus.

Figure 1: The six-step pipeline of TRACER (from left to
right).

TRACER can split a detection task into six subtasks, each containing parameters that users can
customise or (de)activate depending on the type of
detection required (see Figure 1). The reader will
notice that the Pre-processing step also contains
lemmatisation. This does not mean that TRACER can
lemmatise any text but it currently supports
lemmatised input data from the Stanford CoreNLP
English lemmatiser and the TreeTagger Latin
lemmatiser.
Table 1. Overview of analysed texts.

Reuse Styles
Orosius employs a variety of reuse styles, ranging
from verbatim quotations to allusions and paraphrase
(Navarro, 1991). The reuses are as short as two words
(ibid.) or as long as sixty-five words, and sometimes
invert the word order of the original text (Elerick,
1994).
Methodology
Our workflow makes use of three resources:
first, a TreeTagger Latin language model for Part-ofSpeech (PoS) tagging and lemmatisation (Schmid,
2013). We chose to work with TreeTagger as, unlike
other taggers, it comes with a pre-trained model for
Latin (trained by Marco Passarotti). Since submitting
this abstract, we also began experimenting with the
LemLat morphological analyser. Secondly, we used the
Latin WordNet lemma list and synonym set to support
the detection of paraphrase and paradigmatic
relations; and TRACER, our text reuse detection
machine (see also, the list of TRACER’s 700
algorithms).
First, the data is acquired and prepared: the texts
are downloaded, semi-automatically cleaned (by
"cleaning" we mean the removal of footnotes, section

Results
Tagged and lemmatised text accounts for 93.1% of
the tokens in the corpus. A 7% of words could not be
lemmatised due to typos in the text (e.g. missing
white-spaces), which we are manually or semiautomatically correcting; similarly, some words could
not be successfully tagged, as the lemmas are not
included in the TreeTagger's parameter file (e.g.
named entities).
To perform detection with TRACER, all texts were
initially segmentised by sentence. The average sentence length measured across the whole corpus is
thirty-one words per sentence. A first detection task
between Orosius and all other authors was conducted
at the sentence level. However, this failed due to the
presence of very short text reuses. For this reason, the
segmentation was changed to a moving window of ten
words, thus giving TRACER smaller units to process.
In the Selection step (see Figure 1), we first experimented with max-pruning (i.e. the removal of high frequency words) but eventually settled on a PoS-based
selection, which considered nouns, verbs and adjectives as more relevant features than function words,
thus significantly increasing the recall and the overall
quality of the results.
For the Scoring (see Figure 1), we used the resemblance score, which measures the ratio of overlapping

features with the overall unique set of features of two
alignment candidates. Figure 2 illustrates the results
of this detection process: over 45% of reuses identified in Orosius overlap with the source texts by four
words, and that roughly 93% of all candidates have
overlaps of 3, 4 or 5 words, indicating a fragmentary
reuse style rather than block-copying. This detection
task took approximately 30 hours to compute.
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Figure 2. In this plot the x-axis represents a window of 10
words, while the y-axis the occurrence of the overlap in percentage. Over 45% of text reuse in Orosius overlaps with
the source texts by four words.

A second TRACER experiment was run between
Orosius and Tacitus to explore and evaluate the results
of the detection on a smaller scale. Commentaries to
Orosius reveal the presence of fifteen reuses of Tacitus, ten of which refer or allude to text that no longer
survives. This means that TRACER can only try to
match five known reuses, which differ in style. In this
experiment, we used a moving window of fifteen
words and synonym replacement in order to identify
paraphrase as well as verbatim quotations. TRACER
identified forty reuses, of which thirty-six false positives and two new finds. Figure 3 illustrates these results.

a potential reuse. Colours match up the similarities between
the aligned candidates.

Limitations and Future Work
The retrieval accuracy of TRACER partly depends
on the accuracy of the trained models of TreeTagger
and the Latin WordNet data. An error analysis is
needed in order to verify the accuracy of our cleaned
and automatically-tagged data, and to determine the
effect of this incorrect tagging on text reuse detection.
Depending on the outcome of this analysis, we will
consider re-tagging our corpus with a more advanced
tagger, such as LemLat (Passarotti, 2007) and/or LatMor, or even training a tagger on the different types of
Latin constituting our corpus.
We are currently running TRACER comparisons between Orosius and each of the other source authors in
our corpus to verify the presence of previously unknown reuse, corroborate known reuse and improve
our detection techniques.
Additionally, we plan on comparing Orosius against
non-reused authors, such as Plautus or Apuleius, to examine TRACER's performance on "negative" texts.
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